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Since the January 25, 2013 release of the Health Information Technology for Economic 
and Clinical Health Act (the “HITECH Act”) final rule addressing the privacy, security, and 
breach notification requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(“HIPAA”) and the HITECH Act (the “Final Rule”),3 the Office for Civil Rights (“OCR”) of the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) seems to have transformed from an 
agency focused on voluntary compliance into a more aggressive, hardline enforcer.  In June 
2014, Jerome Meites, OCR’s chief regional counsel for the Chicago area, stated in a presentation 
that OCR’s HIPAA enforcement activities over the past year would “pale in comparison” to the 
monetary settlements that likely would be issued over the following 12-month period.4  As 
discussed in further detail below, Mr. Meites’ prediction has been accurate.  In fact, based upon 
recent data breach activity in the health care industry and the impending start of Phase 2 of 
OCR’s Privacy, Security, and Breach Notification Audit Program (the “Phase 2 Audit 
Program”), it is likely that such settlements will continue to increase in number and monetary 
amount.  

Numerous factors account for this increase in HIPAA enforcement activity.  Pursuant to 
the Final Rule, business associates and subcontractors have become subject to direct regulation 
by OCR under the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules, and many of these entities appear not to 
have fully understood or prepared for the challenges associated with safeguarding the privacy of 
health information generally and securing electronic data in particular.  Additionally, an 
increasing number of breach notification reports (particularly those breaches involving the 
protected health information (“PHI”) of more than 500 individuals) are being made due to the 
Final Rule’s more objective standard for breach notification.  As the Medicare and Medicaid 
Electronic Health Record Incentive Programs continue to drive substantial numbers of health 
care providers to adopt electronic health record systems and electronically share medical 
information for a variety of purposes, health care industry organizations continue the transition 
from a paper-based environment to a digital one in which ever-increasing amounts of data, 
including PHI, are stored on mobile devices and in the cloud.   

This increasing reliance on technology brings predictable but substantial new challenges 
for health care industry organizations.  Major hacking incidents in the health care industry in 
2015, along with several OCR settlements during 2014 and 2015, suggest that increased 
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regulatory enforcement is a necessary response to the failure of covered entities and business 
associates alike to pay close enough attention to the requirements of the HIPAA Security Rule, 
which have been in place since April 2005.   

In the last 12 months, four highly-publicized hacking incidents involving massive 
amounts of data affected millions of health care consumers nationwide.  In August 2014, Chinese 
hackers broke into the Community Health Systems network and accessed the names, Social 
Security numbers, addresses, birthdays, and phone numbers of 4.5 million patients. In February 
2015, hackers accessed an Anthem database containing personal information of nearly 80 million 
consumers.  The March 2015 hacking of Premera Blue Cross (in which hackers may have 
accessed the medical and other personal data of up to 11 million customers), and the July 
announcement that hackers broke into the UCLA Health network of hospitals and medical 
practices and accessed unencrypted data of 4.5 million people, including Social Security 
numbers, medical information, and birth dates, indicated that the Anthem incident was not an 
isolated one for health plans.  In early September 2015, Rochester, New York-based Excellus 
BlueCross BlueShield announced that hackers gained access to as many as 10.5 million of its 
members’ personal records, perhaps including dates of birth, Social Security numbers and 
financial account information, as early as December 2013.   

In light of these recent events and trends, it is clear that HIPAA enforcement activity will 
continue to accelerate, at least in the short term.  After noting some of the key provisions of the 
Final Rule on enforcement, this outline considers the OCR settlement agreements of the last two 
years, addresses the current status and likely areas of focus of OCR’s much anticipated Phase 2 
Audit Program, and then explores various information security and training strategies that 
covered entities and business associates alike should consider implementing to better safeguard 
the personal data they maintain and to reduce their legal risks in the event of an OCR audit or 
compliance review or a hacking incident. 

I. KEY PROVISIONS OF THE FINAL HIPAA ENFORCEMENT RULE 

A. Civil Monetary Penalty Structure 

The Final Rule adopted the tiered civil monetary penalty (“CMP”) structure established 
in Section 13410(d) of the HITECH Act for HIPAA violations occurring on or after February 18, 
2009.  The CMP structure now consists of the following four categories of violations that reflect 
increasing levels of culpability and penalties associated with a violation occurring on or after that 
date: 

 The first, and lowest, tier applies to violations for which the covered entity 
did not know, and by exercising reasonable diligence would not have 
known, that he or she violated a provision of the statute.  The Secretary 
may impose a CMP for such a violation in an amount not less than $100 
per violation, and not more than $50,000 per violation. 

 The second tier is for violations due to reasonable cause and not willful 
neglect.  The Secretary may impose a CMP for such a violation in an 
amount not less than $1,000 per violation, and not more than $50,000 per 
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violation.  Willful neglect means the “conscious, intentional failure or 
reckless indifference to the obligation to comply with the administrative 
simplification provision violated.”5 

 The third tier applies to violations due to willful neglect that are corrected 
within 30 days.  For such a violation, the Secretary must impose a CMP in 
an amount not less than $10,000 per violation, and not more than $50,000 
per violation. 

 The fourth tier is for violations due to willful neglect that are not corrected 
within 30 days.  For such a violation, the Secretary must impose a CMP in 
an amount not less than $50,000 per violation. 

Note that the Secretary has discretion whether to imposed CMPs in situations falling 
under the first two penalty tiers, but once the Secretary determines that a violation is due to 
willful neglect, such discretion evaporates and it must impose CMPs.  Because the pre-HITECH 
Act definition of “reasonable cause”6 did not adequately describe the mens rea, or state of mind, 
applicable to second-tier CMPs,7 in the Final Rule HHS modified the definition of “reasonable 
cause” to include both: (1) violations due to circumstances that would make it unreasonable for 
the covered entity or business associate to comply with HIPAA, notwithstanding its exercise of 
reasonable diligence; and (2) violations of which the covered entity or business associate had 
actual knowledge, but otherwise lacked the conscious intent or reckless indifference (i.e., willful 
neglect) required for the Secretary to impose CMPs in the third and fourth tiers.8  Accordingly, 
“reasonable cause” now means “an act or omission in which a covered entity or business 
associate knew, or by exercising reasonable diligence would have known, that the act or 
omission violated [HIPAA], but in which the covered entity or business associate did not act 
with willful neglect.”9 

For each of the four tiers, the Interim Enforcement Rule set a maximum annual aggregate 
penalty of $1.5 million for all violations of the same requirement or prohibition occurring in a 
calendar year.10  In commentary to the Final Rule, however, HHS cautioned that because of the 
way it will count violations (as further described in Section I.E, below), a covered entity or 
business associate could be subject to an aggregate penalty in excess of $1.5 million. 

B. Affirmative Defenses and Waiver 

Prior to the HITECH Act, the Secretary was precluded from imposing a CMP against a 
covered entity for a violation “punishable” by criminal sanctions pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1320d-

                                                 
5 See 45 C.F.R. § 160.401.   
6 The Final Rule notes that “reasonable cause” was then defined as “circumstances that would make it 

unreasonable . . . despite the exercise of ordinary business care and prudence, to comply with the [HIPAA] 
provision violated.”  78 Fed. Reg. at 5586. 

7 75 Fed. Reg. 40867, 40877 (Jul. 14, 2010). 
8 Id. 
9 78 Fed. Reg. at 5580; 45 C.F.R. § 160.401 (emphasis added). 
10 See 45 C.F.R. § 160.404(b)(2). 
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6.  The Final Rule modified this affirmative defense by limiting its application to violations for 
which a criminal penalty has actually been imposed.11 

Additionally, before the HITECH Act, an affirmative defense to a CMP was available 
when a covered entity did not know, and by exercising reasonable diligence could not have 
known, that the violation occurred.  The HITECH Act eliminated this affirmative defense, except 
in cases where the covered entity corrects the violation within 30 days (or such extended period 
as HHS may permit).  Although the affirmative defense has been eliminated, the Secretary 
retains discretion to waive a CMP, even if the covered entity fails to correct the violation within 
30 days, to the extent imposing a CMP would be excessive in view of the harm caused by the 
violation.12  HHS also always has the discretion to settle any issue or case or lessen or waive the 
amount of a CMP imposed for a violation of the HIPAA Rules.  Although this discretion 
provides some comfort, covered entities seeking to avoid the possibility of CMPs altogether 
should have appropriate procedures in place to be able to promptly respond, and potentially cure, 
a breach or other incident of non-compliance.   

C. Agent Liability 

In the Final Rule, despite objections from various commenters, HHS made covered 
entities liable for the acts of their business associate agents, and business associates liable for the 
acts of their subcontractor agents.   Determining whether a business associate is the agent of a 
covered entity is fact-specific and takes into account the terms of the BAA, as well as the totality 
of the circumstances of the relationship between the two entities.13  The same is true in assessing 
whether a subcontractor is the agent of a business associate.   

Although various other factors are relevant, the key question in determining whether an 
agency relationship exists is one of control.  If a covered entity can only control its business 
associate by amending the agreement between the two, or alleging a breach of that agreement, it 
is unlikely that an agency relationship exists.  On the other hand, if the agreement between the 
parties gives the covered entity access to the PHI being used by the business associate, as well as 
the right to give interim instruction and direction to the business associate during the course of 
their business dealings, an agency relationship likely exists.14  Additional factors for determining 
whether an agency relationship exists include:  the time, place, and purposes of a business 
associate’s conduct; whether the business associate’s conduct is typically undertaken by a 
business associate to accomplish the services performed on behalf of a covered entity (or 
business associate, as applicable); and whether the covered entity (or business associate, as 
applicable) reasonably expected that a business associate agent would get involved in the 
conduct at issue.15   

HHS also incorporated into the Final Rule the exceptions to the Federal law of agency.  
Accordingly, if a business associate acts solely for its own benefit or in a manner not intended to 
serve any purpose on behalf of a covered entity, it likely will be deemed to be acting outside the 

                                                 
11 78 Fed. Reg. at 5585-86  
12 See id. at 5583. 
13 78 Fed. Reg. at 5583. 
14 Id. 
15 Id. at 5581. 
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scope of agency.  In contrast, if a business associate discloses more than the minimum necessary 
PHI to a health plan for purposes of payment, even if such disclosure is contrary to the covered 
entity’s instructions, the business associate generally is acting within the scope of agency.16  

In summary, an agency relationship can exist even if the covered entity does not control 
every aspect of the business associate’s activities for the covered entity, even if the parties use 
other labels (e.g., independent contractors) to describe their relationship, and even if the covered 
entity does not choose to exercise a right to control to which it is entitled pursuant to its contract 
with the business associate.17  Accordingly, unless and until further guidance is issued, covered 
entities and business associates should take particular care in structuring their relationships with 
business associates and subcontractors if they wish to minimize the likelihood of establishing 
agency relationships and avoid potentially taking on additional liability in an enforcement 
situation.    

D. Factors Considered in Determining the Amount of a Civil Monetary Penalty 
(or Penalties)   

The HITECH Act modified the statutory provisions governing penalties for HIPAA 
violations to require that the determination of the amount of a CMP be based “on the nature and 
extent of the violation and the nature and extent of the harm resulting from such violation.”18  In 
the Final Rule, HHS restructured the applicable regulatory provisions in the Enforcement Rule 
by implementing several “general factors” that must be considered in determining the amount of 
a CMP, including: 

(i) the nature and extent of the violation; 

(ii) the nature and extent of the harm resulting from the violation; 

(iii) the history of prior HIPAA compliance, including violations;  

(iv) financial condition of the covered entity or business associate; and 

(v) such other matters as justice may require.19   
 

Significantly, HHS emphasized that the list of factors enumerated in the Enforcement 
Rule is not exhaustive, and that such factors may be applied as either mitigating or aggravating 
factors.  For example, HHS indicated that the Secretary should consider a covered entity’s or 
business associate’s history of compliance, not just its history of non-compliance, in determining 
the amount of a CMP(s).20  With this in mind, covered entities and business associates should be 
especially diligent in their record-keeping and documentation of compliance efforts. 

  

                                                 
16 Id. at 5582.  
17 Id. at 5581. 
18 HITECH Act §13410(d)(1), codified at 42 U.S.C. § 17939. 
19 78 Fed. Reg. at 5585.  
20 Id. 
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E. Amount of CMPs 

The Final Rule adopted the penalty tiers and amounts per violation set forth in the 
HITECH Act.21  In applying those amounts, however, HHS indicated that it will not 
automatically impose the maximum penalty in all cases.  Rather, it will determine the CMP 
amount on a case-by-case basis based on the factors discussed in Section I.D, above. 

  HHS received numerous public comments seeking clarification as to how it would count 
violations for purposes of calculating a CMP.  In response, the agency provided three important 
guidelines: 

 Where multiple individuals are affected by a use or disclosure, such as in the case 
of a breach of unsecured PHI, the number of identical violations of the applicable 
Privacy Rule standard will be counted by the number of individuals affected; 

 With respect to continuing violations, such as a lack of appropriate safeguards 
that extends for a period of time, the number of identical violations of the Privacy 
Rule or Security Rule standard, as applicable, will correspond to the number of 
days that the entity failed to have the safeguards in place; and 

 When applying the $1.5 million limit for identical violations in a calendar year to 
an enterprise with multiple business units, the limit applies to whatever legal 
entity constitutes a covered entity or business associate.  That said, such a legal 
entity theoretically could be subject to multiple different violations, each allowing 
for the imposition of up to $1.5 million in penalties, in the same calendar year.22 

II. RECENT OCR ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS 

From late 2013 through early September 2015, OCR entered into Resolution Agreements 
with 11 covered entities, from which it recovered a total of more than $9,175,000 in CMPs.  All 
but two of these incidents (one of which is described in Section II.F) involved electronic PHI 
(“ePHI”).  Brief descriptions of the nature of the HIPAA issues involved, the settlement terms, 
and lessons that should be taken from 10 of these 11 settlements are provided below. 

A. Adult & Pediatric Dermatology, P.C. (“APDerm”) - $150,000 CMP 

1. Settlement Terms 

On December 26, 2013, HHS issued a press release announcing that it had entered into its 
first Resolution Agreement with a covered entity for failing to have in place policies and 
procedures to address the breach notification provisions of the HITECH Act.23 

OCR opened an investigation of APDerm after receiving a report that an unencrypted 
thumb drive containing the electronic PHI (“ePHI”) of approximately 2,200 individuals was 

                                                 
21 See 45 C.F.R. § 160.404(b). 
22 78 Fed. Reg. at 5583.  
23  HHS Press Office, “Dermatology Practice Settles Potential HIPAA Violations,” Dec. 26, 2013, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2013pres/12/20131226a.html.  
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stolen from a vehicle of one of APDerm’s staff members, and the thumb drive was never 
recovered.  The investigation revealed that: 

 APDerm had not conducted an accurate and thorough analysis of the potential 
risks and vulnerabilities to the confidentiality of ePHI as part of its security 
management process; and 

 APDerm did not fully comply with requirements of the Breach Notification Rule 
to have in place written policies and procedures and train workforce members. 

In addition to the $150,000 monetary settlement, the Resolution Agreement included a 
corrective action plan requiring APDerm to develop a risk analysis and risk management plan to 
address and mitigate any security risks and vulnerabilities.  APDerm also agree to provide an 
implementation report to OCR explaining, among other things, how it implemented its security 
management process.24 

2. Lessons 

This settlement reminds covered entities and business associates of the importance of 
safeguarding portable devices like USB flash drives, portable hard drives, and writeable 
CD/DVD drives.  Portable devices can hold up to terabytes of data and can easily be introduced 
into and removed from health care settings and therefore fly under the information security 
department’s radar.  However, a range of potential controls can be implemented to reduce risk 
associated with these devices.  Equipment can be purchased without USB or CD/DVD drives if 
those drives are not necessary for operations in many departments.  Network security settings 
can disable USB ports altogether, or they can be configured to allow such ports based on specific 
policy exceptions.  More sophisticated solutions are also available in Data Leak Prevention 
(DLP) software, which can create more nuanced controls and even allow only specific, pre-
approved devices to connect, such as a company-issued encrypted USB device. 

Locking down or controlling USB devices not only helps mitigate the risk of data leaving 
an organization, but it also helps reduce the likelihood of unauthorized USB devices being 
connected and deploying viruses or malware into your network.  Through an experiment in 
which it deliberately left discs and USB drives in government parking lots, the Department of 
Homeland Security has demonstrated that curiosity can serve as a valuable aid to hackers: 
employees who found these items in the parking lots picked up the discarded devices, went to 
their desks, and inserted the devices into their computers to see what the devices contained, 
potentially uploading viruses or malware onto their systems.25  During security awareness 
training, covered entities and business associates alike should emphasize the importance of 
resisting curiosity, and using and connecting to the network only company-approved USB 
devices. 

  

                                                 
24  Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/apderm-resolution-agreement.pdf.  
25  Bloomberg Business, “Human Errors Fuel Hacking as Test Shows Nothing Stops Idiocy,” Jun. 27, 2011, 

available at  http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2011-06-27/human-errors-fuel-hacking-as-test-shows-
nothing-prevents-idiocy.  
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B. Skagit County, Washington - $215,000 CMP 

1. Settlement Terms 

On March 7, 2014, HHS announced that it had entered into a Resolution Agreement with 
Skagit County, Washington based upon HIPAA violations affecting patients of the Skagit 
County Public Health Department.26  The case marked OCR’s first settlement with a county 
government. 

OCR opened an investigation of Skagit County after it received a breach report that 
money receipts containing ePHI of seven individuals were accessed by unknown third parties 
after the ePHI had been inadvertently moved to a publicly-accessible server maintained by the 
County.  OCR’s investigation revealed that the ePHI of 1,581 individuals was, in fact, involved 
in the incident, and many of the accessible files involved sensitive information, including PHI 
about the testing and treatment of infectious diseases.  The investigation also uncovered “general 
and widespread non-compliance” by Skagit County with the HIPAA Privacy, Security, and 
Breach Notification Rules. 

In addition to the $215,000 resolution amount, the settlement also included a corrective 
action plan requiring Skagit County to provide substitute breach notification, perform a security 
risk analysis, and ensure it had in place written policies and procedures, documentation 
requirements, training, and other measures to comply with the HIPAA Rules, as well as to 
provide regular status reports to OCR.27 

2. Lessons 

Preventing this type of breach requires safeguards that are more technical in nature.  This 
incident serves as a reminder that covered entities and business associates must be familiar with 
their network structures and must always be keenly aware which servers are in front of and 
behind network firewalls.  Risks of this type of can be minimized by maintaining detailed 
network diagrams and controlling access to any publicly-available servers. 

C. QCA Health Plan, Inc. (“QCA”) - $250,000 CMP  

1. Settlement Terms 

On April 22, 2014, HHS announced that it had entered into a Resolution Agreement with 
QCA. OCR began an investigation of QCA after receiving a breach notice from QCA that 
disclosed the theft of an unencrypted laptop computer containing ePHI of 148 individuals from a 
QCA workforce member’s car.28  OCR’s investigation revealed that QCA failed to comply with 
multiple requirements of the Privacy and Security Rules, including having physical safeguards 

                                                 
26  HHS Press Office, “County Government Settles Potential HIPAA Violations,” Mar. 7, 2014, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2014pres/03/20140307a.html.   
27  Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/skagit-county-settlement-agreement.pdf.  
28  HHS Press Office, “Stolen Laptops Lead to Important HIPAA Settlements,” Apr. 22, 2014, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2014pres/04/20140422b.html.  
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for workstations that access ePHI and maintaining security policies and procedures, for a period 
of more than seven years. 

QCA agreed to a $250,000 monetary settlement and, pursuant to a corrective action plan, 
it was required to provide HHS with an updated risk analysis and corresponding risk 
management plan that includes specific security measures to reduce the risks to and 
vulnerabilities of its ePHI.  QCA was also required to retrain its workforce and document its 
ongoing compliance efforts.29 

2. Lessons 

Lost or stolen laptop computers are one of the most common root causes of health care 
breaches.30  QCA was the second covered entity to enter into a Resolution Agreement after 
reporting a breach involving fewer than 500 patients’ medical records due to theft of a laptop 
(the first, Hospice of North Idaho, paid $50,000 when it lost a laptop containing records of 441 
patients).  Although the HIPAA Security Rule indicates that encryption is an addressable 
implementation specification, OCR officials have been strongly recommending encryption of 
data stored on portable devices for some time.   

Use of disk encryption on laptops that contain PHI is the best prevention against this type 
of breach.  A Ponemon Institute study has estimated that the total cost of ownership for full disk 
encryption software for a laptop is an average of $232 per year.  This same study estimates the 
benefits in reduced data breach exposure at $4,650,31 so this appears to  be an instance in which 
the adage, “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure” applies.  Although policies may be 
drafted to state that all sensitive information must be stored on the network, if there is more than 
a minimal risk that PHI may be saved to a mobile device at risk of loss or theft, the better course 
of action is to use disk encryption.   

Although much of the focus on encryption goes to laptops because of their mobility, 
organizations should not forget about desktop computers, as some breaches can be traced back to 
stolen desktop computers.  Desktops that are located in non-secured areas and that store PHI also 
should be protected with encryption.  Employing encryption can mean the difference between 
simply needing to purchase a new piece of hardware and being the subject of the next big health 
care data breach headline. 

D. Concentra Health Services (“Concentra”) - $1,725,220 CMP 

1. Settlement Terms 

Also on April 22, 2014, HHS announced that it had entered into a Resolution Agreement 
with Concentra Health Services, a subsidiary of Humana.  OCR opened a compliance review of 

                                                 
29  Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/qca_agreement.pdf.  
30  2014 Bitglass Healthcare Breach Report, available at 

http://media.scmagazine.com/documents/95/bitglass_healthcare_report_23621.pdf  
31  Adrian Kingsley-Hughes, “The Price of Full Disk Encryption,” ZDNet, Sep. 3, 2012, available at 

http://www.zdnet.com/article/the-price-of-full-disk-encryption-232-per-user-per-year/.  
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Concentra after receiving a breach report that an unencrypted laptop was stolen from one of 
Concentra’s facilities.32 

OCR’s investigation revealed that Concentra had previously recognized, in numerous risk 
analyses, that a lack of encryption on its laptops, desktop computers, medical equipment, tablets 
and other devices containing ePHI was a critical risk.  Although steps had been taken to begin 
encryption, Concentra’s efforts were incomplete and inconsistent over time leaving patient PHI 
vulnerable throughout the organization.  The investigation also revealed that Concentra had 
insufficient security management processes in place to safeguard patient information.  

In addition to a $1,725,220 monetary settlement, Concentra agreed to adopt a corrective 
action plan to demonstrate its remediation of OCR’s various findings.33 

2. Lessons 

As noted above, encryption is a key tool to assist in reducing the risk of data breaches.  
This settlement emphasizes that partial remediation is not sufficient, especially when the specific 
security risks have been known for several years.  Based upon project reports cited in the 
Resolution Agreement, Concentra had encrypted 434 of 597 laptops.  However, this level of 
encryption had been achieved as of 2008, yet efforts to fully complete the encryption process 
were not taken until after OCR announced its investigation of Concentra in 2012.   

The penalty amount in this case likely was higher based upon this delay, as well as due to 
Concentra’s previous appearances on OCR’s “Wall of Shame.”  Concentra had reported two 
previous breaches involving stolen laptops, each of which compromised the information of more 
than 500 patients, as well as 16 smaller breaches.34  Covered entities and business associates 
must look for repeat shortcomings in risk assessments and then ensure that they take timely 
follow-up corrective actions.  This is especially true for entities that already have experienced a 
breach of more than 500 individuals’ information and therefore are on the OCR’s radar. 

E. New York and Presbyterian Hospital (“NYP”) - $3,300,000 CMP and 
Columbia University (“CU”) -  $1,500,000 CMP 

1. Settlement Terms 

On May 8, 2014, HHS announced that two organizations had agreed to pay a total of 
$4,800,000—the largest HIPAA settlement amount to date—for failing to secure the ePHI of 
thousands of patients that was maintained on their joint network.35  

                                                 
32  See “Stolen Laptops Lead to Important HIPAA Settlements,” supra note 28. 
33  Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/concentra_agreement.pdf.  
34  Joseph Conn, “Unencrypted Laptop Thefts at Center of Recent HIPAA Settlements,” Modern Healthcare, Apr. 

23, 2014, available at http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20140423/NEWS/304239945.  
35  HHS Press Office, “Data Breach Results in $4.8 Million HIPAA Settlements,” May 7, 2014, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2014pres/05/20140507b.html.  
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OCR began an investigation of NYP and CU following their joint self-breach report 
addressing the disclosure of the ePHI of 6,800 individuals on Internet search engines.  The 
information disclosed included patient status, vital signs, medications, and lab reports.   

NYP and CU participate in a joint arrangement in which CU faculty members serve as 
attending physicians at NYP.  The two covered entities operate a shared data network and a 
shared network firewall administered by employees of both entities. The shared network links to 
NYP patient information systems containing ePHI.  The breach occurred when a CU physician 
who developed applications for both NYP and CU tried to deactivate a personally-owned 
computer server on the network that contained NYP patient ePHI.  Due to a lack of technical 
safeguards, deactivation of the server resulted in ePHI being accessible on Internet search 
engines.  OCR’s investigation revealed that before the breach, neither entity had made efforts to 
assure that the server was secure and that it contained appropriate software protections.  In 
addition, because neither entity had conducted an accurate and thorough risk analysis identifying 
all systems that access NYP ePHI, neither entity had developed an adequate risk management 
plan that addressed the potential threats and hazards to the security of ePHI.  NYP also failed to 
implement appropriate policies and procedures for authorizing access to its databases and did not 
comply with its own policies on information access management 

In addition to the monetary settlements, both NYP and CU agreed to corrective action 
plans which included undertaking a risk analysis, developing and implementing a risk 
management plan, revising various policies and procedures, training staff, and providing 
progress reports to OCR.36 

2. Lessons 

Such a joint arrangement with a shared data network and shared network firewall 
administration poses a number of risks.  It appears that in these circumstances, the ultimate 
responsibility for data security was not spelled out, possibly leading to the expectation of both 
parties that the other party was accountable.  

Another risk is the commingling of personally-owned infrastructure assets, such as 
servers, with covered entity infrastructure.  Managing personally-owned smart phones and 
laptops is risky enough, but having a server owned by an individual as part of the network is 
particularly dangerous.   

An additional level of risk in this instance arose from the network design and an 
inadequate change management process. Apparently, the roles of this server were not fully 
understood, as its decommissioning resulted in underlying data becoming accessible to the 
Internet.  The server may have served as a gateway or user interface that accessed the patient 
data, and its removal led to uncontrolled direct access to information that was housed in another 
location on the network. Maintaining strong documentation of the network layout and a 
structured change management process to plan and test for unintended consequences of a 

                                                 
36  Resolution Agreements and Corrective Action Plans, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/ny-and-presbyterian-hospital-settlement-
agreement.pdf (NYP) and http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/columbia-university-
resolution-agreement.pdf (CU). 
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significant change (such as removing a server from service) could assist in minimizing the risk of 
an event such as this. 

F. Parkview Health System, Inc. (“Parkview”) - $800,000 CMP 

1. Settlement Terms 

On June 23, 2014, HHS announced that it had entered into a Resolution Agreement with 
Parkview Health System, Inc.37  OCR began an investigation after it received a retiring 
physician’s complaint that Parkview had violated the HIPAA Privacy Rule and, in doing so,  
disclosed the PHI of between 5,000 and 8,000 patients. 

OCR’s investigation revealed that Parkview had taken custody of the medical records of 
approximately 5,000 to 8,000 patients while assisting the retiring physician in transitioning her 
patients to new providers.  Parkview simultaneously was considering the possibility of 
purchasing some of the physician’s practice.  However, Parkview employees who had notice that 
the physician had refused delivery of the records and was not at home nonetheless left 71 
cardboard boxes of these medical records on the driveway of the physician’s home.  The 
unattended records were accessible to unauthorized persons, and the driveway was within 20 feet 
of a public road and a near a popular shopping venue. 

In addition to the $800,000 monetary settlement, Parkview agreed to implement a 
corrective action plan which required it to revise and distribute its revised policies and 
procedures, train staff, and provide an implementation report to OCR.38 

2. Lessons 

As noted above, this is one of only two Resolution Agreements since 2013 involving a 
breach of PHI maintained on paper records.  Given the number of health care provider entities 
and business associates that continue to maintain some of their records on paper, however, this 
settlement serves as an important reminder that all patient information—whether such 
information is maintained in paper, electronic, or even oral form—must be protected from 
improper access and may not be left unattended for public viewing. 

G. Anchorage Community Mental Health Services (“ACMHS”) - $150,000 CMP 

1. Settlement Terms 

On December 8, 2014, HHS announced that it had entered into a Resolution Agreement 
with ACMHS.39  OCR opened an investigation after ACMHS submitted a breach notification 
about disclosure of the ePHI of 2,743 individuals, indicating that the breach was caused by 

                                                 
37  HHS Press Office, “$800,000 HIPAA Settlement in Medical Records Dumping Case,” Jun. 23, 2014, available 

at http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2014pres/06/20140623a.html.  
38  Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/hhs-parkview-resolution-cap.pdf.   
39  HHS Bulletin, “HIPAA Settlement Underscores the Vulnerability of Unpatched and Unsupported Software,” 

Dec. 8, 2014, available at 
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/acmhs/acmhsbulletin.pdf.  
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malware that compromised the security of ACMHS’ information technology resources.  The 
investigation revealed that ACMHS had adopted sample Security Rule policies and procedures 
but was not following them, and that the security incident resulted directly from ACMHS’s 
failure to, among other things, update software with available patches. 

In addition to the $150,000 settlement amount, ACMHS agreed to a corrective action 
plan requiring it to, among other things, revise its security policies and procedures, provide 
general security awareness training to its workforce members, and conduct annual risk 
analyses.40 

2. Lessons 

The settlement agreement in this case specifically identified the firewalls as a failure 
point.  The firewall is a critical piece of hardware that serves as the primary barrier between the 
Internet and a company’s internal networks.  For a firewall to be effective, it needs to be 
deployed correctly in the network, and the software that operates the firewall must be kept 
current through patches.  Furthermore, firewalls have a defined lifespan; once they have reached 
their end of life, as determined by the vendor, no further patches will be distributed.  Firewalls 
may have intrusion prevention functions included, but in some cases additional intrusion 
prevention hardware or software may be needed for full protection.  

Although maintaining up-to-date firewalls is a critical perimeter defense for keeping 
potential intruders outside a network, operating system software and applications also should be 
kept current.  This applies both to the network servers and the employee workstations.  A variety 
of software tools exist that can scan internal systems and identify out-of-date patches and system 
vulnerabilities.  These can be applied internally, or consultants can assist with such tools. 

In an organization with a small information technology staff, such as that likely in place 
at a community not-for-profit organization like ACMHS, the regular application of software 
patches can be a task that is relegated to the bottom of the priority list.  However, this Resolution 
Agreement serves as a reminder to not permit this important process of patching to go 
unattended.  

H. St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center (“SEMC”) - $218,400 CMP 

1. Settlement Terms 

On July 8, 2015, HHS announced that it had entered into a Resolution Agreement with 
SEMC.41  OCR opened an investigation after receiving a complaint on November 16, 2012 that 
an Internet-based sharing application was being used to store the ePHI of at least 498 individuals.  
In a separate incident, on August 25, 2014, SEMC notified OCR of a breach involving unsecured 
ePHI stored on a former workforce member’s personal laptop and USB flash drive affecting 595 
individuals.  The investigation revealed that through these two incidents, SEMC had improperly 

                                                 
40  Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan, available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/acmhs/amchs-capsettlement.pdf.  
41  HHS Bulletin, “HIPAA Settlement Highlights Importance of Safeguards When Using Internet Applications,” 

Jul. 10, 2015, available at http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/SEMC/semc.html.  
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disclosed ePHI of at least 1,093 individuals.  It also determined that SEMC had failed to 
implement sufficient security measures for the transmission and storage of ePHI and had failed 
to timely identify and respond to, and mitigate the effects of, a known security incident. 

In addition to the $218,400 settlement amount, SEMC agreed to a one-year corrective 
action plan requiring it to, among other things, conduct a self-assessment into the workforce 
members’ familiarity and compliance with SEMC policies and procedures relating to various 
privacy and security policies contributing to the breach.42 

2. Lessons 

Reading between the lines in the SEMC case, it seems that some specific departments 
may have set up file storage locations without the knowledge of management.  The settlement 
agreement called for SEMC to assess familiarity and compliance with policies, rather than to 
draft and train on new policies, and it identified five specific departments on which to focus such 
efforts.   

Many file sharing applications are available, such as Box, Dropbox and Google Drive, 
which can act as cloud-based hard drives.  Some, but not all, have features built in to comply 
with HIPAA.  In addition, implementation of Internet content-filtering tools can provide a 
deterrent to unauthorized use of these sharing applications.  Much like controlling USB ports on 
a personal computer, blocking storage and sharing sites as well as web-based email sites can 
make it more difficult for patient information to be sent from company workstations to 
unauthorized storage sites where the security of information is at risk.   

I. Cancer Care Group, P.C. (“CCG”) - $750,000 CMP 

1. Settlement Terms 

On September 2, 2015, HHS announced that it had entered into a Resolution Agreement 
with CCG.43  OCR opened an investigation after receiving a breach notification on August 29, 
2012 about the theft from an employee vehicle of a laptop and unencrypted server backup 
storage media used to store ePHI of approximately 55,000 current and former patients.  The 
OCR investigation revealed that CCG was in “widespread non-compliance” with the HIPAA 
security rule.  OCR also noted that CCG had failed to conduct an enterprise-wide risk analysis 
and had no policy regarding removal of hardware and media containing ePHI from the facility.44   

In addition to the $750,000 settlement amount, CCG agreed to a three-year corrective 
action plan requiring it to, among other things, conduct a risk analysis and develop and 
implement a risk management plan.45 

                                                 
42  Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan, available at: 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/SEMC/ra.pdf. 
43  HHS Press Release, “$750,000 HIPAA Settlement Emphasizes the Importance of Risk Analysis and Device and 

Media Control Policies,” available at: http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2015pres/09/20150902a.html. 
44  Id. 
45  Resolution Agreement and Corrective Action Plan, available at: 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/cancercare-racap.pdf. 
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2. Lessons 

In numerous presentations and interviews since publication of the Final Rule, OCR 
representatives have noted that covered entities and business associates must undertake a careful 
risk analysis to determine the threats and vulnerabilities to individuals’ ePHI and then must 
implement appropriate safeguards to protect such information.  This Resolution Agreement 
revealed that CCG had not conducted a risk analysis from the April 21, 2005 compliance 
deadline of the HIPAA Security Rule through November 5, 2012.  CCG further did not 
implement a policy addressing the receipt and removal of hardware and electronic medial 
containing ePHI until January 22, 2013.  This nearly 8-year lapse in compliance with basic tenets 
of the HIPAA Security Rule likely is in large part responsible for the hefty fine and the three-
year CAP for a 13-physician practice. 

Although the stolen laptop in this case serves as yet another reminder of the steps to take 
such as disk encryption, entities also should take note that an employee traveling with the full 
server backup in an unencrypted format is a disaster waiting to happen.  If the decision is made 
to back up ePHI locally and take it offsite, encryption of such ePHI is an absolute necessity.  In 
addition, HIPAA compliant cloud-based backups can be used in order to eliminate the need to 
travel with sensitive back-up material.   

III. UPCOMING PHASE 2 OF HIPAA PRIVACY AND SECURITY AUDITS 

In mid-2014, OCR first announced its plans for the Phase 2 Audit Program.  OCR 
selected a pool of between 550 and 800 covered entities through the National Provider Identifier 
database and America’s Health Insurance Plans’ databases of health plans and health care 
clearinghouses.  OCR intended to issue a pre-audit screening tool to this pool and was to choose 
350 covered entities for audit.  From those covered entities, OCR also would identify and select 
50 business associates for inclusion in the audits.  However, in September 2014, OCR announced 
it was delaying the pre-audit survey and Phase 2 Audit Program in order to set up a web portal 
through which it would conduct the pre-audit survey and receive data and documents from 
covered entities and business associates in response to the audit questions.  In January 2015, 
Jocelyn Samuels indicated that OCR still hadn’t created a protocol for conducting the audits, and 
she did not specify any timeframe within which the audits could be expected.46 

In early September 2015, at the 8th Annual joint NIST, HHS and OCR conference 
entitled, “Safeguarding Health Information: Building Assurance through HIPAA Security,” 
former OCR official and current CynergisTek Vice President of Compliance David Holtzman 
noted that random HIPAA compliance audits will be “lifting off soon.”47  Holtzman stated that 
1,200 audit survey letters will be issued within 30 to 60 days, and that approximately 300 entities 
from the group receiving surveys will be selected for audits, which likely will begin in 2016.  
Most of the entities audited are likely to be smaller entities, since the 2012 audit program found 

                                                 
46  Katie Dvorak, “OCR: Protocol for Next Round of HIPAA Audits Still in the Works,” FierceHealthIT, Jan. 14, 

2015, available at http://www.fiercehealthit.com/story/ocr-protocol-next-round-hipaa-audits-still-works/2015-
01-14?utm_medium=rss&utm_source=rss&utm_campaign=rss.  

47  Marianne Kolbasuk McGee, “Preparing for Upcoming HIPAA Compliance Audits: Attorney David Holtzman 
on Steps to Take Now,” HealthcareInfo Security, Sep. 8, 2015, available at 
http://www.healthcareinfosecurity.com/interviews/preparing-for-upcoming-hipaa-compliance-audits-i-2892.  
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that smaller entities had numerous and substantial problems complying with the HIPAA Privacy 
and Security Rules.  

It also was announced at the conference that OCR has entered into a $769,000 contract 
with FCi Federal to conduct the Phase 2 Audit Program.  The audit protocol for Phase 2 will be 
based on the 2012 audit protocol but will be updated to include requirements of the Final Rule.  
Most of the audits will be desk audits, which will necessitate review of issues that can be 
documented by covered entities and business associates, such as policies and procedures.  Deven 
McGraw, OCR’s Deputy Director of Health Information Privacy since June 29, noted at the 
conference that OCR will be unable to look at everything in this second phase of audits but will 
focus on key areas of interest.  These will include how entities are complying with the breach 
notification rule, as well as how entities are providing patients electronic access to their health 
information and complying with other individual rights under HIPAA.  It also was announced 
that some of the chosen covered entities and business associates will be the subject of onsite 
audits. 

Covered entities and business associates selected for an audit will have 10 business days 
(or two calendar weeks) to respond to an OCR audit request.  To ensure a timely response, 
organizations should begin preparing now to assure that they have their documentation up-to-
date and readily available to be uploaded to the audit portal.  The data requests will specify the 
content, file names and other documentation requirements, and the auditors may contact the 
covered entities and business associates for clarifications or additional documentation.  OCR will 
only consider current documentation that is submitted on time, and failure to respond to a request 
could lead to a referral to the applicable OCR Regional Office for a compliance review.   

IV. PHASE 2 AUDIT PROGRAM PREPARATION FOCUS AREAS 

When reviewing information security controls, covered entities and business associates 
may wish to focus on those issues identified as potential areas of focus for the Phase 2 Audit 
Program.  In previous seminars, OCR personnel have noted that the Phase 2 Audit Program will 
target HIPAA standards that were sources of high numbers of non-compliance in the Phase 1 
audits, including: risk analysis and risk management; content and timeliness of breach 
notifications; notice of privacy practices; individual access; the HIPAA Privacy Rule’s 
reasonable safeguards requirement; training on policies and procedures; device and media 
controls; and transmission security.  Phase 2 audits of business associates likely will focus on 
risk analysis and risk management and breach reporting to covered entities. Suggestions on 
addressing these areas of focus are outlined below. 

A. Conduct or Review a Security Risk Analysis   

Although OCR has mentioned this as a focus for business associates in the Phase 2 Audit 
Program, completing a thorough risk analysis represents Step 1 of HIPAA Security Rule 
compliance for all covered entities and business associates.  This assessment examines the risks 
and vulnerabilities to the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of ePHI in the covered 
entity’s or business associate’s unique environment.  The risk analysis forms the cornerstone of 
all other security activities.  
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In many of the settlement agreements described above, OCR’s investigation revealed 
either that the entity hadn’t performed a risk analysis or that the entity hadn’t performed a risk 
analysis recently based upon its current operations.  Having a properly documented risk analysis 
that addresses the various elements released in guidance,48 and updating the analysis to keep it 
current through changing operations, is an important part of an organization’s overall risk 
management process.   

The risk analysis should shape an organization’s risk management plans.  Projects to 
address specific risks should be documented, and periodically organizations should review the 
risk analysis and continue to document progress made on enumerated risks.  Not every risk 
identified in the risk analysis must be acted on, but every organization should document its 
assessment of various risks and the level of threat associated with such risks, and an entity’s 
acceptance of certain risks should be documented and well-reasoned. 

B. Review and Update Breach Investigation and Breach Notification Policies 

Business associates and covered entities should ensure that they have breach response 
and reporting policies in place.  Additionally, breach reporting duties should be defined in 
business associate agreements, and entities should implement policies to reflect these duties.  
Given the Final Rule’s change to the breach notification standard, organizations should assure 
that any references to the “risk of harm” standard have been updated to reflect the “low 
probability of compromise to the data” standard.  Following investigation of a potential breach 
incident, covered entities and business associates that determine, in good faith, that breach 
notification is not required must document the investigation and the reasons for that 
determination, and they must maintain such documentation for six years. 

C. Implement a Security Awareness and Training Program for All Workforce 
Members, Including Management 

As part of this program, covered entities and business associates should issue periodic 
security reminders to workforce members; educate workforce members about how to guard 
against attacks by malicious software and how to report and remediate such attacks; instruct 
workforce members about monitoring and reporting aberrations in log-on attempts; and educate 
workforce members and implement policies and procedures about how to create, keep secure, 
and regularly change their passwords. 

Many organizations purchase online training modules to deploy to their workforces.  
Covered entities and business associates should supplement any purchased training with specific 
details that apply to that organization’s environment and obligations.  Training should identify 
key contacts, such as the privacy officer and the security officer, and details about how to report 
security incidents and how to use tools like e-mail encryption should be widely communicated.  
Pre-packaged training modules can be an easy way to train the workforce on general information 
privacy and security topics, but staff must know where they can find applicable polices and 
forms, and how to get their questions answered, once they have completed the training. 

                                                 
48  HHS, “Guidance on Risk Analysis Requirements under the HIPAA Security Rule,” available at: 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/administrative/securityrule/rafinalintro.html.  
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D. Establish Measures to Control the Receipt, Removal, and Internal and 
External Movement of Electronic Devices and Storage Media 

Organizations must have a policy addressing the permissible circumstances under which 
computer disks, CDs, flash drives, or laptops containing ePHI may leave the premises.  Such a 
policy should address how to cleanse hard drives of ePHI before retiring or selling a computer, 
how to cleanse disks and other storage media of ePHI before they are returned to general 
circulation for re-use, maintaining records of persons responsible for moving ePHI or devices 
that access it, and making backup copies of ePHI before relocating computer equipment, among 
other items.  Ideally, organizations also should implement policies addressing under what 
circumstances ePHI  may be downloaded onto portable devices and assure that only 
organization-provided, encrypted devices are used when such downloading is necessary. 

E. Implement Technical Mechanisms to Protect ePHI from Unauthorized 
Access During its Transmission over Open Lines Like the Internet   

Protecting ePHI during transmission includes installation of software that ensures that 
ePHI has not been tampered with during transmission without detection, like check sum 
programs, and installation of encryption or comparable programs. 

Many organizations transmit ePHI over wireless networks.  Making sure that network 
equipment is up-to-date and compatible with the most secure protocols (WPA2 AES), as well as 
enabling the most secure settings, will help protect wireless transmissions, as these safeguards 
provide for encrypted transfer.   

E-mail is another area that poses transmission risks.  Having encryption tools that 
monitor e-mails and automatically encrypt correspondence that contains certain triggers provides 
for the most robust defense.  Some systems rely on the e-mail sender to activate encryption; 
however, doing so creates a risk of human error, as the sender might forget to encrypt or simply 
may not realize that a document contains ePHI. 

As a best practice, covered entities and business associates should first identify any 
recurring data transmissions that are handled as automated transfers to business associates and 
subcontractors, and then review the transmission methods in place to determine if they have 
appropriate security measures in place.  Once an automated transfer is set up, it may remain on 
an older transmission protocol despite the fact that both parties may be able to support newer, 
more secure methods.  Accordingly, taking an inventory of recurring transfers and periodically 
reviewing them will help to ensure that the most current methods that can be supported are in 
use. 

F. Verify that Access Control Measures have been Implemented, Including 
Unique User Identification, Emergency Access Procedures, Automatic 
Logoffs, and Encryption and Decryption Controls   

Policies should clearly reflect that all users will be given a user ID for which they are 
responsible, and that their user IDs may not be shared.  Any generic or system-based IDs that 
may be needed to support appropriate functions should be strictly controlled and limited to the 
absolute minimum necessary use to support operations.  Disaster recovery plans should include 
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procedures on how to access electronic data during emergency operations, such as when 
infrastructure is damaged or electricity or communication lines are limited.  Applications should 
be configured to logoff users after predetermined time settings to minimize the risk of an 
unauthorized person obtaining access to systems left unattended by an authorized user.  Although 
encryption is not technically required by HIPAA, it is strongly recommended, particularly in 
high-risk scenarios such as when PHI must be stored on laptops and portable storage devices like 
USB drives.   

G. Review Complaint Policies and Processes 

Organizations should ensure that they have clear complaint policies and processes in 
place and that all workforce members are trained on how to initiate complaints, where to direct 
patients having complaints, and where to find relevant forms.  When a patient or anyone on 
behalf of a patient files a complaint, having a defined complaint process enables the organization 
to capture and investigate the complaint first-hand.  Although some patients may file a complaint 
with OCR in lieu of complaining to the covered entity, assuring that employees are prepared to 
respond appropriately when a concern is reported increases the likelihood that the entity’s 
internal investigation can already be in process or have been completed by the time OCR begins 
investigating the complaint. 

H. Review and Update All HIPAA-Related Policies 

Covered entities and business associates should periodically review all of their HIPAA 
privacy, security, and breach notification policies and processes to make sure that all policy 
information remains current and that operational processes remain relevant.  Policy documents 
should be designed to reflect evidence of periodic review.  Also, once policies are updated, older 
versions must be maintained for at least six years.   

Although it is not uncommon for entities to purchase draft policies, it is important to 
ensure that the policy templates are appropriately tailored to reflect the organization’s priorities 
and operations (e.g., avoid leaving {Company Name Here} references).  It can be very obvious 
to auditors when policy efforts are nothing more than window-dressing.  Moreover, maintaining 
excellent policies in a binder without having implemented them is as problematic as not having 
policies.  

Regulations also call for maintaining evidence of any reviews required by the various 
requirements, so if any internal audits or reviews are documented in e-mails that are purged 
automatically, an organization may not be able to be prove that the requisite controls are in place.  
If a review is not documented and retained, from a reviewer’s standpoint it did not happen. 

V. TRAINING AND EDUCATION:  ADDRESSING HUMAN RISKS  

A number of health care hacking incidents have dominated the headlines in 2015.  
Although covered entities and business associates must maintain technical security measures to 
protect ePHI, the root cause of many of these technical hacks is actually human error.  The 
Anthem hack in early 2015 was perpetrated at least in part by the hackers’ use of stolen 
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credentials, such as user IDs and passwords.49  This indicates that some workforce members 
probably fell victim to social engineering scams, pursuant to which they inadvertently handed 
over their credentials or allowed malware to be introduced into their systems.   

Many security training and education modules that are purchased and used in online 
employee training have limited content on how to resist social engineering tactics.  Since many 
hacks begin by hacking employees first, it is wise to review the content of such training modules 
and enhance the information provided to educate the organization’s workforce and decrease the 
likelihood that human error will be the primary cause of a significant data breach.   

“Social engineering” in the information security context is the psychological 
manipulation of people into taking specific actions or divulging sensitive information.  
“Phishing” is a type of social engineering scam where a person receives an e-mail that appears to 
be from a legitimate company and that requests the receiver either to click on links or 
attachments; such links or attachments then lead to websites where hackers have set up forms 
requesting user IDs, passwords, or other sensitive information like Social Security numbers or 
credit card information.   

A more targeted type of phishing, called “spear phishing,” takes specific events such as 
large scale hacks and uses them as a ruse to trick people to visit the hacker’s data-gathering sites.  
For example, people who had their personal information compromised in the Anthem hack are 
likely to be targets of forged e-mails offering credit monitoring services or other fake identity-
theft protection services that such victims may be more likely to trust based upon the recent 
breach.  Some phishing e-mails are very sophisticated, including logos and website links that are 
very similar to the companies the hackers are trying to emulate.  Others are poorly written and 
include typographical errors and therefore are more easily recognized as a fake.   

A common phishing pre-text is e-mail quotas or verifications.  An example of a phishing 
e-mail is below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
49  Thu Pham, “Four Years Later, Anthem Breached Again: Hackers Stole Credentials,” Duosecurity.com Blog, 

Feb. 9, 2015, available at: https://www.duosecurity.com/blog/four-years-later-anthem-breached-again-hackers-
stole-employee-credentials.  
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According to McAfee Security, the top five most commonly-used e-mail subject lines in 
phishing campaigns are: 

1. Invitation to connect on LinkedIn 

2. Mail delivery failed: returning message to sender 

3. Dear <insert bank name here> Customer 

4. Comunicazione importante 

5. Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender50 

Employees should be wary of e-mails containing these subject lines and of any e-mails from 
unknown or unexpected senders.  Employees should be warned that if they see several e-mails 
with the same subject line from a number of different senders, this may indicate that one of their 
contacts has been the subject of a hacker who has compromised the contact’s address book. 

“Baiting” is another type of social engineering scam where employees’ curiosity is used 
against them.  Hackers bait employees by leaving discs or USB devices in parking lots or 
hallways, sometimes even labeling them with tantalizing names to encourage employees to plug 
the devices into organizational systems.  Employees should be trained to never plug in unknown 
media, but instead to contact the information technology department for further instructions. 

“Pretexting” is a social engineering method through direct contact with individuals, either 
in person or by phone, where the hacker or con artist uses a lie to establish herself as a person of 
authority or as someone who is trustworthy.  A hacker may make calls posing as a help desk or 
technology staffer and convince a person to divulge his access credentials, establish a remote 
connection with the hacker’s computer, or go to a hacked website.  Organizations should train 
employees on the methods legitimate information technology staff will use and on ways to verify 
identity, such as using caller ID numbers on office phones or providing lists of remote or 
contracted staff.  If any contact seems suspicious, employees should have well-publicized help 
desk numbers they can call to verify legitimate service contacts.  Similar methods have been 
used in prank calls, in some instances tricking employees into damaging property.51  Other props, 
such as fake or stolen uniforms, also may be used.  Organizations should not allow service 
vendors like pest control or delivery services access to any sensitive areas without either having 
staff present in the area or providing an escort for the vendor to and from the area.  If a vendor 
usually sends a particular employee but there is an unexpected change, a call to the vendor to 
verify that the person on-site is in fact working on behalf of the vendor may protect against a 
scam. 

                                                 
50  Gary Davis, “Top 5 Most Dangerous Email Subject Lines,” McAfee Blog Central, Jan. 2, 2014, available at: 

https://blogs.mcafee.com/consumer/top-5-dangerous-email-subject-lines/.  
51  Jason Silverstein, “Prank Caller Tricks Employees into Destroying Circle K Convenience Store,” New York 

Daily News, Feb. 21, 2015, available at: http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/prank-caller-tricks-
employees-destroying-ariz-store-article-1.2123741. 
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Ultimately, employees generally are trusting and want to be helpful.  Good security 
training should offer employees guidance on when to be skeptical.  As a company’s number of 
employees increases, so too does the likelihood that someone within the organization will fall 
prey to a phishing attack or scam.  Covered entities and business associates should make it as 
difficult as possible for hackers to locate that weak link by providing regular, thorough, and up-
to-date privacy and information security training programs.  


